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Abstract

Missing-feature imputation or reconstruction is used in noise-

robust automatic speech recognition to recover the unobserved

clean speech information. Reconstruction methods often use the

noise-corrupted observations and a clean speech prior to calcu-

late a point estimate for the unobserved clean speech features,

whereas the approach proposed in this work associates the un-

observed clean speech features with a full posterior distribu-

tion. The posterior mean can be used as a clean speech estimate

in bounded conditional mean imputation and the posterior vari-

ance can be included as observation uncertainties. The proposed

method is evaluated in a large-vocabulary noise-robust speech

recognition task with speech data recorded in real noisy envi-

ronments.

Index Terms: missing data, observation uncertainty, speech

recognition

1. Introduction

Using missing-feature methods in noise-robust speech recog-

nition is based on the assumption that additive noise can be

modelled as a masker rather than distortion to the clean speech

features [1, 2, 3]. The masked i.e. missing features can be

marginalised or substituted with clean speech estimates calcu-

lated based on a clean speech prior. The missing-feature recon-

struction or imputation methods that substitute masked features

with feature estimates include several that model clean speech

features as samples from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM).

These include conditional mean imputation [1] and cluster-

based imputation [3]. Both methods assume that the GMM has

full covariance matrices.

In conditional mean imputation, the masked feature values

are assumed independent from the observed noise [1] whereas

bounded methods assume that the masked values could not

have exceeded the observed feature value [2]. Bounded estima-

tion generally improves the reconstruction performance, but the

bounded feature estimates do not have analytical solutions in the

conditional mean imputation framework. Previous works [3, 4]

have proposed feature estimates that approximate the bounded

maximum a posteriori (MAP) or the bounded minimum mean

square error (MMSE) estimate. The approximate estimates are

calculated based on the clean speech prior and the observed fea-

tures.

In this work, an approximate posterior model is derived

for the bounded clean speech features. The approximate pos-

terior can be used to calculate point estimates for conventional

missing-feature reconstruction or the complete posterior can be

used for speech recognition as proposed in [5, 6]. In this work,

both approaches are investigated. The method performance is

evaluated in a large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition

task with speech data recorded in real noisy environments, and

performance rates with the conditional mean imputation [1] and

cluster-based imputation [3] methods are reported for reference.

2. Methods

2.1. Mask estimation

The missing-feature approach [2] is motivated by studies on au-

ditory scene analysis (ASA) which demonstrate that the most

intense component in an auditory scene dominates the com-

bined neural response to the scene. The effect is replicated

on machines when speech is processed in compressed spec-

tral domain: when speech is corrupted with additive noise,

the observed feature component Y (τ, d) in channel d in frame

τ in the compressed spectral domain can be approximated as

Y (τ, d) ≈ max{X(τ, d), N(τ, d)}, where X(τ, d) denotes

the corresponding clean speech component and N(τ, d) the

noise component. The speech-dominated feature components

Yr(τ, d) are referred to as reliable and the noise-dominated

Yu(τ, d) as unreliable components.

In this work, the binary mask which divides observations

into reliable and unreliable components is estimated based on

the negative energy criterion [2] in the log-compressed mel-

spectral domain. An observed feature component Y (τ, d) is

considered reliable when

exp(Y (τ, d))

exp(N̂(τ, d))
> γ, (1)

where N̂(τ, d) denotes a noise estimate in the log-mel domain

and γ is a threshold parameter. The noise estimate is calculated

based on feature vectors Y (τ) in frames τ which are classi-

fied as non-speech which are temporally smoothed to produce

the noise estimate N̂(τ). The estimated masks are further pro-

cessed to remove connected regions with less than 5 reliable

components as proposed in [7]. Setting a minimum span for the

reliable regions simulates the glimpse model proposed in [8].

2.2. Feature reconstruction

The missing-feature methods in noise-robust speech recogni-

tion include marginalisation and reconstruction approaches [2].

Marginalisation approaches decode the speech signal based on

the reliable observations and often function in the compressed

spectral domain whereas reconstruction methods use the ob-

served feature vector Y (τ) and a clean speech model to recover

the clean speech feature vectorX(τ).
Assume the reliable and unreliable components in a noisy

observation Y = Y (τ) are rearranged so that Y = [Y T

rY
T

u]
T,

where Y r and Y u denote the reliable and unreliable subvectors

in frame τ . We model the corresponding clean speech feature

vector as a random variable X with subvectors Xr and Xu

that correspond to Y r and Y u. In this work, the clean speech

feature vectors are modelled, as proposed in [3], as indepen-

dent and identically distributed samples from a full-covariance
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GMM,

P (X) =
∑

i

P (i)N(X|i), (2)

where P (i) denotes the weight and N(X|i) the Gaussian dis-

tribution associated with the ith mixture component. The com-

ponent mean vectors are denoted as µi and covariance matrices

as Σi. The speech prior is trained on clean speech data as de-

scribed in Section 3.3.

The missing-feature assumption discussed in Section 2.1

holds that the reliable components in the observed feature vector

Y represent clean speech,Xr = Y r , whereas the clean speech

features that correspond to the unreliable components are effec-

tively missing. If we make the further assumption that Xu is

independent from the unreliable observations Y u, a posterior

distribution for the clean speech features can be calculated as

P (X|Y r) =
∑

i

P (i|Y r)N(X|Y r, i), (3)

where Y r denotes Xr = Y r . P (i|Y r) denotes the probabil-
ity that a feature vector with the subvector Xr = Y r would

be sampled from the ith component of the clean speech prior

in Equation (2) and N(X|Y r, i) denotes the ith component-

conditional posterior. The mean and covariance of the ith
component-conditional posterior are calculated as

mi = µi +Σi,rΣ
−1

i,rr(Y r − µi,r), (4)

Si = Σi −Σi,rΣ
−1

i,rrΣ
T

i,r, (5)

where µi and Σi are the clean speech model parameters from

Equation (2). Σi,r denotes the covariance betweenX andXr ,

Σi,rr the covariance between the reliable componentsXr , and

µi,r the mean of Xr . Note that the subvector in mi that cor-

responds to the reliable subvector Xr equals the observed fea-

tures Y r , and the corresponding submatrix in Si are zero. This

is in accordance with the assumption that the components Y r

are taken as reliable.

The clean speech features X can be reconstructed based

on the posterior P (X|Y r) but the reconstruction performance

improves if the bounds that constrain the missing features, 0 ≤
Xu ≤ Y u, are taken into account [2]. The approach proposed

in this work is to approximate the posterior with a simple dis-

tribution and calculate bounded estimates from the approximate

model. A Gaussian approximation for the posterior P (X|Y r)
is optimised based on the approximate Kullback–Leibler diver-

gence between a mixture model and a single distribution. The

approximate posterior has mean and covariance

m =
∑

i

P (i|Y r)mi, (6)

S =
∑

i

P (i|Y r)(Si + (mi −m)(mi −m)T), (7)

where mi and Si are the posterior model parameters from

Equations (4)-(5). The covariance is further approximated with

a diagonal covariance matrix whose diagonal elements corre-

spond to S(d, d) for all channels d. Note that the covariance

submatrix and hence the variances that correspond to the reli-

able feature components remain zero.

The approximate posterior is truncated to constrain the ran-

dom variable X to non-negative values which do not exceed

the observed features Y . MMSE estimates are then calculated

as the posterior mean as proposed in [9]. The truncated distri-

bution mean υ = υ(d) in channel d is calculated as

υ = m+
f(L)− f(U)

F (U)− F (L)

√
S, (8)

where L = m/
√
S and U = (Y (d)−m)/

√
S andm = m(d)

and S = S(d, d) are the mean and variance of the approximate

posterior in channel d from Equations (6)-(7). f(X) denotes the
probability density function and F (X) the cumulative distribu-

tion function of the standard normal distribution. In missing-

feature reconstruction, the observed features Y are substituted

with the MMSE estimates υ.

2.3. Observation uncertainties

The posterior mean υ can be used as a point estimate to substi-

tute Y in the baseline automatic speech recognition system as

discussed in the previous section, but the approximate posterior

approach also allows for using the full posterior. The variance

∆ = ∆(d) of the truncated posterior in channel d in frame τ is

calculated as

∆ = S

[

1 +
L·f(L)− U·f(U)

F (U)− F (L)
−

(

f(L)− f(U)

F (U)− F (L)

)

2
]

,

(9)

where we assume definitions from Equation (8). The feature

variances can be used as observation uncertainties [5] to con-

ceal reconstruction errors and improve speech recognition per-

formance as proposed in [6]. The feature posterior in the acous-

tic model domain is calculated from the posterior in compressed

spectral domain as follows.

Features used in our baseline system are outlined in Sec-

tion 3.2. The feature set includes a log-energy feature calcu-

lated as logZ = log
[
∑

d
expX(d)

]

. The mean and variance

of the exponential features are calculated as expectation values

ν(d) = E{expX(d)}, (10)

λ(d) = E{[expX(d)]2} − [E{expX(d)}]2 . (11)

When the random variableX(d) follows the truncated Gaussian
distribution in Equations (8)–(9), the expectation values for the

mean and variance have solutions

ν(d) = exp

[

m+
S

2

]

F (A)− F (B)

F (U)− F (L)
, (12)

λ(d) = exp(2S + 2m)
F (C)− F (D)

F (U)− F (L)
− ν(d)2, (13)

where we assume definitions from Equation (8) and additionally

define

A = (Y (d)− S −m)/
√
S,B = (S +m)/

√
S,

C = (Y (d)− 2S −m)/
√
S,D = (2S +m)/

√
S.

The sum of the exponential components has mean and variance

ν′ =
∑

d

ν(d), λ′ =
∑

d

λ(d). (14)

We assume that the sum Z follows a log-normal distribution. It

follows from the log-normal assumption that the distribution of

logZ is a Gaussian with mean and variance

υ′ = log(ν′)− ∆′

2
, ∆′ = log

[

λ′

ν′2
+ 1

]

. (15)
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The other feature operations used in our baseline system

can be implemented as linear transformations. Linear transfor-

mations in uncertainty propagation are discussed in [10]. The

transformations introduce correlations i.e. non-diagonal com-

ponents in the covariance matrix, but these are often ignored to

save computation [10]. In this work, the correlations between

feature vector components are ignored, and the differential fea-

tures are not associated with uncertainties so that the inter-frame

correlations introduced in cepstral mean subtraction need not

be modelled. The posterior in the acoustic model domain is as-

sumed Gaussian with diagonal-covariance. The posterior mean

is used as a feature estimate and the posterior variance is intro-

duced in the acoustic model as a dynamic variance component

as proposed in [6].

2.4. Related methods

In this work, bounded feature estimates are calculated from a

distribution that approximates the clean speech posterior con-

ditioned on the reliable feature componnents Xr = Y r . Fea-

ture reconstruction based on a GMM clean speech prior and

the conditional distribution P (X|Y r) was proposed for state-

conditioned imputation in [1]. Methods that usem from Equa-

tion (3) to substitute the observed feature vector Y are referred

to as mean imputation when Σi are diagonal covariances and

conditional mean imputation when Σi are full covariances [1].

The estimated clean speech values can be reset not to exceed the

observed bounds, m = min{m,Y }. Estimates reset in this

manner correspond to bounded maximum a posteriori (MAP)

estimates calculated from the approximate posterior proposed

in this work.

Bounded mean or bounded conditional mean imputation

is often based on estimates calculated from the component-

conditional posteriorsN(X|Y r, i). When diagonal covariance

models are used, the posteriors can be box-truncated to cal-

culate component-conditional bounded MAP estimates [2] or

bounded MMSE estimates [9], but in conditional mean impu-

tation, Si are full covariance matrices and the box-truncated

component-conditional posteriors do not have a closed-form so-

lution. Previous works focus on point estimates derived from

the posterior. In cluster-based imputation [3], MAP estimation

from the component-conditional truncated posteriors is formu-

lated as a constrained optimisation task solved with an iterative

method, and in approximate bounded conditional mean impu-

tation [4], component-conditional MMSE estimates are calcu-

lated from the box-truncated posterior using the axis-parallel

approximation.

Finally, while the previous works on bounded conditional

imputation have focussed on point estimates, using observation

uncertainties with conditional mean imputation was proposed

in [11] and a full posterior approach was proposed for bounded

mean imputation in [12]. The heuristic uncertainties proposed

in [11] were mapped to the acoustic model domain with a non-

linear transformation trained on paired speech and noisy speech

data, whereas in [12], the posterior variances were summarised

in a single weighting factor α ∈ [0, 1] for each frame.

3. Experiments

3.1. Evaluation data

Missing-feature reconstruction is evaluated in speech recogni-

tion experiments using samples from the Finnish SPEECON

database. The samples are read sentences recorded in public

or car environments using three microphones. The evaluation

data recorded in public environments such as parks and cafe-

terias contains 878 utterances (94 min) from 30 speakers and

the development data 578 utterances (60 min) from 20 speak-

ers. SNR values estimated with the recording platform are on

average 24 dB for the headset data (P0), 14 dB for the lavalier

data (P1), and 9 dB for the far-field data (P2) which has been

recorded 0.5–1 m from the speaker.

The evaluation data recorded in cars contains 575 utter-

ances (57 min) from 20 speakers and the development data 288
utterances (29 min) from 10 speakers. The estimated SNR av-

erage values are 13 dB for the headset data (C0), 5 dB for the

lavalier data (C1), and 8 dB for the far-field data (C2) which

has been recorded with a microphone mounted on the rear-view

mirror. The far-field microphone has been designed for a hands-

free system and supresses frequencies below 300 Hz and above

6500Hz. The microphone reduces engine and turbulence noise,

which results in a better SNR but degrades the speech recogni-

tion performance due to the supressed lowband and highband

frequencies.

3.2. Baseline system

The large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR)

system used in this work has been described in [13]. The in-

put speech signal is represented with 12 MFCC and a log-

energy feature along with their first and second order differen-

tials, and the features are normalised with cepstral mean sub-

traction (CMS) and maximum likelihood linear transformation

(MLLT). The GMM-HMM based acoustic models for context-

dependent triphones use gamma distributions to model state du-

rations. The models were trained with the 30-hour SPEECON
training set that contains clean speech recorded with a headset

in quiet office conditions. The decoder is a time-synchronous

beam-pruned Viterbi token-pass system and the language model

a morph-based growing n-gram model trained on 145 million

words of Finnish book and newspaper data. Since all words

and word forms can be represented with the statistical morphs,

the decoding vocabulary is in practice unlimited [13]. Speech

recognition performance is measured in letter errors rather than

word errors.

3.3. Missing-feature system

The speech–non-speech classifier used in mask estimation (Sec-

tion 2.1) is a two-state HMM where the speech and non-speech

state are modelled with 24 Gaussian components. The classi-

fier is trained on features described in Section 3.2 using babble-

noise corrupted television news data from the Finnish Broad-

casting Company (YLE). The threshold parameter γ in Equa-

tion (1) was optimised in decibel scale, γ′ = 10 log
10

γ, using
grid search with 1 dB step. The threshold parameter was op-

timised based on speech recognition performance measured on

the development datasets and the optimal value for both public

and car environments is γ′ = 3 dB. The same value is optimal

for all the feature reconstruction approaches evaluated in this

work.

Missing features are reconstructed in the 21-dimensional

log-compressed mel-spectral domain. We compare conditional

mean imputation [1], cluster-based imputation [3], and the

method proposed in this work. The constrained optimisation

problem in cluster-based imputation is solved with an active-set

method from the QPC toolbox [14], and in conditional mean

imputation, the feature estimates are reset not to exceed the ob-

served upper bound. The clean speech prior used in this work is

a 5-component GMM trained with 500 read sentences (52 min)
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Table 1: Letter error rates on data recorded in public and car

environments.

P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

(a) baseline 3.4 22.2 38.3 4.2 33.7 67.3

(b) CMI 3.4 13.7 25.3 3.7 22.5 48.3

(c) cluster-based 3.6 14.3 23.1 3.9 19.9 39.6

(d) BCMI 3.7 12.4 21.5 3.7 18.5 33.7

Table 2: Letter error rates obtained with the observation uncer-

tainty system.

P0 P1 P2 C0 C1 C2

(e) full posterior 3.3 11.8 20.8 3.4 16.7 29.6

from the SPEECON training set. The model was initialised with

fuzzy c-means and trained with the EM algorithm implemented

in the GMMBAYES toolbox [15].

3.4. Results

Noisy speech recognition results with the uncompensated base-

line system (a) and the missing-feature reconstruction systems

(b)–(d) are reported in Table 1. The systems compared in this

work include conditional mean imputation (CMI) (b), cluster-

based imputation (c), and bounded conditional mean imputa-

tion (BCMI) with the proposed method (d). Since the condi-

tional mean estimates are reset not to exceed the observed up-

per bound, estimates (b) and (d) can be interpreted as MAP

and MMSE estimates calculated from the approximate poste-

rior proposed in this work. Public environments are indicated

with P0–P2 and car environments with C0–C2, where 0–2 in-

dicates the microphone distance as described in Section 3.1.

Speech recognition performance is reported in letter error rate

(LER) and statistical significance is tested in pairwise compar-

isons with the Wilcoxon signed rank test at significance level

α = 0.05.
Bounded conditional mean imputation (d) results in the best

performance (p < 0.02) in conditions P2 and C2. The relative

error reductions are up to 50 % compared to the baseline (a),

up to 30 % compared to conditional mean imputation (b), and

up to 15 % compared to cluster-based imputation (c). In the

other test conditions, the differences between systems are not

statistically significant in all pairwise comparisons, and the best

system cannot be determined. We note that in the cleanest con-

dition P0, CMI (b) results in a better performance (p < 0.01)
than BCMI (d). The difference between BCMI (d) and the un-

compensated baseline (a) performance in condition P0 is not

statistically significant, but the average performance rate on the

dataset used in this work is better with the uncompensated base-

line system (a).

Results obtained when the posterior variances are used as

observation uncertainties in the state-likelihood calculation are

reported in Table 2. While the differences are not statistically

significant, using the approximate posterior variances as ob-

servation uncertainties improves the average performance rate

compared to BCMI (d) on datasets P0–P2 and C0–C2. There is,

however, a notable difference in the relative error reductions on

the datasets P0 and C0–C2 and datasets P1 and P2. The rela-

tive error reductions compared to BCMI (d) are around 10% on

datasets P0 and C0–C2, 5 % on dataset P1, and 3 % on dataset

P2.

4. Discussion

The missing-feature reconstruction method proposed in this

work extends conditional mean imputation [1] to bounded

conditional mean imputation based on an approximate poste-

rior. Evaluated in a noise-robust speech recognition task with

speech data recorded in real noisy environments, the proposed

MMSE estimates outperformed conditional mean imputation

and cluster-based imputation on most datasets, but degraded the

performance on the low-noise dataset P0. When the posterior

variances were included as observation uncertainties, the pro-

posed method outperformed the reference methods on all the

datasets.

The results obtained on the low-noise dataset illustrate how

using the posterior variance as observation uncertainties can

conceal errors made in missing-feature reconstruction. The rel-

ative error reductions in this condition, and on the datasets C0–

C2, are comparable to the reductions reported in [6]. Evaluated

on the datasets P1 and P2, however, observation uncertainties

result in relative error reductions less than 5 %. The differ-

ence between these datasets could be due to false reliables in

the estimated mask: When observation uncertainties are used,

the feature components that have been labelled as reliable are

emphasised over reconstructed components even if there were

mask estimation errors and the reconstructed components were

a better representation for clean speech. The mask estimation

method used in this work assumes that the noise remains sta-

tionary, which means that sudden noise events like clatter or

chimes could be labelled as reliable speech.

5. Conclusions

A method for bounded conditional mean imputation with an

approximate posterior was derived and evaluated in a missing-

feature reconstruction task. The method performance is compa-

rable to cluster-based imputation but the method is non-iterative

and therefore requires less computation than cluster-based im-

putation. Further experiments with artificially noise-corrupted

speech data and oracle masks are required to evaluate whether

using the posterior variance as observation uncertainties empha-

sises mask estimation errors.
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